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Unlock the Potential
Stay in Control .
Fully-Loaded
Maritime –Communications

Unlock the Potential—Stay in Control
A scalable platform solution to your complex communication needs.
Advanced functionality for next generation connectivity.
Builds on Globecomm’s pedigree of innovative value-added solutions.
Complete neutrality with maximum flexibility.

Powerful and Flexible
Nimbus from Globecomm Maritime offers shipowners,

Reflecting the trend towards more complex

managers, officers and crew a powerful and cost-

shipboard networks and new satellite

effective management platform for communications

service introductions, Nimbus is designed

worldwide. Nimbus manages connections to all

to simplify ship and shore-based com-

major IP-based satellite and 3G/4G networks to

munications by enabling users to choose

deliver broadband data and value-added applications

the applications and levels of user control

wherever vessels trade.

that suit them best.

Nimbus is a complete solution that is modular in design

As the bandwidth available to maritime

and can be configured to match the customer’s priori-

users increases, Nimbus provides the

ties, from essential voice and data communication

means to permit officers and crew to

to advanced services for crew welfare and vessel

access a greater range of value added and

management. Users are free to choose connection

third party applications, while enabling

types, terminals, services and bandwidth to meet

the owner to retain a practical level of

their cost and performance needs.

control. Use VOIP, web apps and specialist

To help superintendents manage network
settings by vessel or across a fleet,
Globecomm provides a secure web portal,
Cirrus for ship, and shoreside users alike.
Functionality includes selecting preferred
software like Globecomm’s AccessChat to stay in
touch while removing the administration burden and
managing bandwidth.

satellite connectivity and redundancy,
configuring user accounts, establishing
firewall rules and managing updates.
Nimbus features a high capacity disk on
which applications are embedded, provid-

Optimized, Simplified Connectivity

ing a single, powerful shipboard operating
system. Nimbus enables connections

Key functionality includes optimization, compression

via multiple WAN inputs with automatic

and caching for improved web browsing, a built-in

switching for fail over and the security that

email server enabling use of any email client, em-

critical messages will be delivered.

bedded PayPal for pre-pay crew access. Caching
can be extended to antivirus and program updates
which can be stored locally and Nimbus can be
custom-configured to enable the integration of
third party and bespoke software programmes.

Nimbus Key Features
•

Compatible with all IP-based satellite and
3G/4G networks

•

Compression, caching and optimization for
improved internet browsing

•

Built-in email server allows connection to
corporate or webmail services

•

Custom module supports integration of third
party and customer-specific programs

•

•

Complete visibility, control and accountability
across networks and devices from ship and shore
Supports next generation of crew communications with embedded PayPal and credit
card authorisation

Functionality. Complete policy and user
access control ensures delivery of high
priority messages, multiple L ANs for
business, crew, charterer and M2M
applications, detailed reporting for all users.
Future-proofing. Designed for the maritime
environment, compatible with Current IPbased and next generation maritime com-

Nimbus Key Benefits

munications systems, and supports BYOD.

Flexibility. Supports the customer’s choice of

Freedom. Enterprise users can use third

connectivity and applications, auto-switching for

party, bespoke or web applications, all staff

stable ‘smart routing’ between channels.

can use their own email accounts. Embedded
pre-pay means zero administration for
company or the ship’s master.

To learn more about Nimbus, visit us at www.globecomm.com/maritime,
email maritime@globecomm.com, or contact us at:
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